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High-throughput sequencing (e.g., amplicon and shotgun) has provided new insight into the diversity
and distribution of fungi around the globe, but developing a framework to understand this diversity has
proved challenging. Here we review key ecological strategy theories developed for macro-organisms and
discuss ways that they can be applied to fungi. We suggest that while certain elements may be applied,
an easy translation does not exist. Particular aspects of fungal ecology, such as body size and growth
architecture, which are critical to many existing strategy schemes, as well as guild shifting, need special
consideration in fungi. Moreover, data on shifts in traits across environments, important to the development of strategy schemes for macro-organisms, also does not yet exist for fungi. We end by suggesting
a way forward to add data. Additional data can open the door to the development of fungi-speciﬁc
strategy schemes and an associated understanding of the trait and ecological strategy dimensions
employed by the world's fungi.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd and British Mycological Society. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There are ~12 gigatons of fungal carbon in the world, containing
~200 times as much biomass as humans (Bar-On et al., 2018). This
biomass is comprised of an unknown number of species, with
typical estimates around 2e4 million (Hawksworth and Lücking,
2017) but some as high as 165.6 million (Larsen et al., 2017).
Currently ~144,000 fungal species have been described (https://
stateoftheworldsfungi.org/). These species are differentially
distributed across the main branches of the fungal phylogeny: the
bulk of diversity lies within Ascomycota (~62%) and Basidiomycota
(~35%) with remaining diversity (~3%) spread across Mucoromycota, Zoopagomycota, Chytridiomycota, Blastocladiomycota,
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Cryptomycota and Microsporidia.
While the origins and maintenance of so many species remain a
mystery, we are gaining insight into how fungal diversity is
distributed around the globe. Historically, it was believed that fungi
were not dispersal limited, with any species able to reach any
location, discussed in Peay et al. (2010) and Adams et al. (2013).
However, additional sampling has revealed a large turnover of
fungal taxa across geographical spaces and ecological settings
(Green et al., 2004; Peay, 2007; Peay et al., 2010; Talbot et al., 2014;
Powell et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2019; Steidinger et al., 2019). Additionally, emerging molecular tools, such as high-throughput
sequencing (e.g., amplicon and shotgun), are uncovering incredible numbers of individuals, operational taxonomic units (OTUs)
and/or species in small spaces (Kembel and Mueller, 2014; Tedersoo
et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2016; Egidi et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019).
This work complements early observations that a gram of soil can
contain 105-106 fungal colony forming units (Waksman, 1922), and
together these data suggest that we are surrounded by a rich and
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complex array of fungal taxa.
This diversity raises a number of questions including (1) Why do
so many fungal species exist? (2) How can so many species coexist?
(3) Are these assemblages assembled via deterministic (Chesson,
2000; Chase and Leibold, 2003) or neutral (Hubbell, 2001) processes? (4) If deterministic, which processes are most critical? In
examining the processes underlying community assembly, it may
be that fungal assemblages are random and membership redundant with little predictability as to why a given species is found in
that location (Hubbell, 2001). Alternatively, deterministic processes
could shape the success or failure of each fungal species at each site
(Chesson, 2000; Chase and Leibold, 2003) with deterministic processes leading to assemblages that are predictable based on how
species in the metacommunity interact with their environment and
each other. As species differ in their ecological strategies (i.e., lifestyles; Table 1), deterministic processes favor some strategies
establishing and succeeding in a given environment at a particular
time over others. Species presence in a community is thought to be
driven by both environmental ﬁltering and biotic interactions
winnowing out species unable to persist and compete under those
conditions. Most likely, fungal communities fall somewhere on a
spectrum between neutral and deterministic assembly (Chave,
2004), with parts of their assembly showing strong deterministic
processes and a restricted region showing neutral or close to
neutral dynamics (Powell et al., 2015).
The advent of high-throughput sequencing has rapidly sped up
our ability to study fungal communities (Hibbett et al., 2009), and,
as such, the search for a theoretical framework for fungal community ecology is at a nascent stage (Maherali and Klironomos,
2007; B€
assler et al., 2014; van der Wal et al., 2016; Phillips et al.,
2019). Aspects of theory emerging from other taxa may be useful
in this effort. Plants, like fungi, are modular and sessile as adults,
meaning theories developed in plants may transfer well to fungi, as
suggested by Grime (1988) and Pugh (1980). In other taxa,
ecological strategy schemes provide building blocks that shed light
on mechanisms potentially allowing coexistence of diverse species
assemblages.
An early scheme in plants was developed by Grime (1974) that
suggested species could be arrayed along two axes in their environments: degree of stress and degree of disturbance. The expectation was that the axes could be divided into four boxes with
species occupying three, described as: (1) competitors ¼ low stress
and low disturbance; (2) ruderals ¼ low stress and high disturbance; and (3) stress tolerators ¼ high stress and low disturbance
with no species able to tolerate (4) high stress and high disturbance. There is no guidance in this scheme for how to measure a
given species’ location on these axes and compare these locations
among different systems, as tolerating stress or being competitive
are emergent properties. This shortcoming was tackled in subsequent schemes in which they directly mapped ecological strategies
to the underlying mechanisms via species’ functional traits measurable properties i.e., morphological, anatomical, physiological, behavioral, etc. characteristic of a given species that inform
when and where species are observed. We cover the rationale
behind this focus below and go into the schemes in further depth in
Table 1. In later sections, we highlight schemes we believe are
especially ripe for development in understanding fungal community assembly.
The goal for the next generation of functional trait-based
ecological strategy schemes (Reich et al., 1997, 1999) was to
examine the tradeoffs and coordination (strategy axes) among
traits that structure co-existence. Traits arise as a consequence of
natural selection acting on the phenotype. As organisms must
allocate their limited resources to optimize ﬁtness, they cannot
devote resources to all traits simultaneously (Bazzaz and Grace,

1997). This resource limitation results in coordination in some
traits and tradeoffs in others (e.g., for a given mass of leaf tissues,
leaves can maximize surface area to capture light or maximize
thickness to withstand mechanical damage; Grime, 1979;
Southwood, 1988; Craine, 2009). The trait spaces occupied by
different species are constrained by species’ available genetic variabilities, competitive abilities and biophysical possibilities (Reich
et al., 1997; Preston et al., 2006). Because of the way these constraints interact with a changing environment in space and time,
more than one successful strategy may exist within a particular
environment, allowing the co-occurrence of functionally different
organisms (Falster et al., 2017).
Some of the recognized critical functional traits in macroorganisms are measured at a micro-scale on a given organism
(e.g., ﬁne root diameter, vessel length and stomatal density),
lending support for the idea of using traits to map fungal strategy
schemes. Even so, functional trait data for fungi are only just
beginning to emerge and the tool kit is largely limited to a subset of
possible traits. Since many fungi are hard to observe, key traits to
date focus on non-visual ones, including enzymatic and genetic. For
instance, many wood decay fungi have numerous hydrolytic and
lignolytic enzymes useful for breaking down complex carbon
compounds (Eastwood et al., 2011; Riley et al., 2014). Other fungi
lack various of these enzymes, especially lignolytic, which is strong
evidence for an element of determinism in the assembly of wood
decaying fungi. However, the dynamics among the species with
hydrolytic and lignolytic enzymes may still show aspects of neutral
behavior.
The potential for a trait-based ecology of fungi informed by individual strategy schemes developed for macro-organisms has
been proposed in or inferred from multiple works (Table 1). This
body of trait-based theory may be transferable to fungi, but it requires several major advances speciﬁc to fungi: (1) relevant traits
need to be deﬁned from careful study of fungal ecology, not just
directly extrapolated from plants or other sessile modular organisms. Many of the existing schemes rely on measures of body size,
which are difﬁcult in fungi. Additionally, other key traits for macroorganisms do not occur in fungi (e.g., heterotrophic fungi have no
direct analog to leaves in autotrophic plants but do have unique
attributes to their fungal hyphae); (2) the distinct nature of fungal
ecology e.g., bodies built of networks of hyphae has not been
incorporated into strategy schemes for macro-organisms but is
necessary for a theory of fungal community assemblies; (3) an
approach to assembling and cataloguing the huge diversity of
fungal communities needs to be developed. In this review, we
discuss progress on all three fronts and describe a research program
for moving forward in this ﬁnal area.
2. Schemes overview
Many key strategy schemes used for various macro-organisms
do not translate well to fungi (Table 1). Below we discuss ways
that aspects of the most relevant may apply to, as well as unique
challenges presented by, fungi as we strive to understand why so
many fungal species exist on earth today. We divide our discussion
of these schemes into four categories related to immigration: (1)
dispersal and colonization and assembly; (2) growth rates and
metabolism; (3) acquiring and deploying resources; as well as (4)
lifestyle (guild) switching. The ﬁrst three categories describe how a
successful organism begins and lives out its life and the fourth
describes a special ability of fungi to switch among lifestyles. As
described above, strategies in these categories rest upon the idea
that organisms are limited in their resources (Bazzaz and Grace,
1997), leading to tradeoffs in strategy and trait space. For
instance, parents must choose how to allocate resources across
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Table 1
Strategy schemes developed for various macro-organisms, including their description, potential problems applying them to fungi, original reference(s) and references in which
they have been applied to fungi. Note: All schemes present serious problems when applying to fungi. Perhaps the most relevant is the competition-colonization strategy
scheme, although only some aspects have yet to be tested in fungi. These issues suggest fungi-speciﬁc strategy schemes need to be developed.
Strategy Schemes

Description

Issues applying
to fungi

Original reference

Fungal references

r-K

Represents tradeoff
in reproductive
strategies between
producing many
low investment
offspring and few
high investment
offspring. Assumes
parental
investment.
Allocates species
into competitive,
stress tolerators
and ruderals.

Fungi can disperse
without
reproducing and
parental
investment does
not translate.

(MacArthur and
Wilson, 1967;
Pianka, 1970)

(Andrews and
Rouse, 1982;
Andrews and
Harris, 1986)

No directly
measurable traits
meaning
implementation is
difﬁcult within and
across sites.

(Grime, 1974,
1979)

Places species along
an axis of rates of
return on
investment with
acquisitive species
having high rates of
acquisition and
growth with
conservative
having the
opposite.
Those with the
ability to persist as
resources become
limiting (i.e.,
withstand indirect
competition) will
survive.

Hyphal lifespan is
difﬁcult to measure.
Specialized shortlifespan tissues are
difﬁcult to observe
in situ or to
measure ex situ.

Reich et al. (1999)

(Pugh, 1980; Pugh
and Boddy, 1988;
Chagnon et al.,
2013; Boddy and
Hiscox, 2016;
Maynard et al.,
2019)
(Staddon et al.,
2003; Powell and
Rillig, 2018)

Direct competition
is common in fungi,
resource
drawdown may be
less important in
determining
outcomes. Fungi
also often inhabit
environments
where resources
are patchy.
Competitive
hierarchies may not
be simple.

Tilman (1982)

(Waldrop et al.,
2006; Werner and
Kiers, 2015)

Levins and Culver
(1971)

(Hart et al., 2001;
Kennedy et al.,
2011)

Body size in fungi is
difﬁcult both
conceptually and
practically.

Kleiber (1947)

Aguilar-Trigueros
et al. (2017)

Plasticity in C:N:P
on different
substrates makes
implementation
tricky.
Body size in fungi is
difﬁcult both
conceptually and
practically.

Sterner and Elser
(2002)

(Johnson, 2010;
Danger et al., 2016;
Zhang and Elser,
2017; Powell and
Rillig, 2018)
Aguilar-Trigueros
et al. (2017)

CSR

Conservative - acquisitive

R*

Competition - colonization

Body size/metabolic scaling
theory

Stoichiometry

Allometric scaling

Built on a tradeoff
between ability to
disperse to versus
ability to establish
at new sites.
Relates metabolic
rates to body size
with smaller
bodied organisms
thought to have
higher massspeciﬁc metabolic
rates. Scaling slopes
established for
plants (1) and
animals (3/4).
Predicts how the
ratio of elements
behave in
organisms and
substrates.
Predicts changes in
organisms relative
to proportional
changes in body
size.

Corner (1949)
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offspring within and across years with consequences for their offsprings’ abilities to colonize different sites. Additionally, as organisms grow, they also must choose how to allocate resources to
different tissues and functions. These choices lead to variation in
morphological and physiological allometries and nutrient distributions both in space and time, including shifting guild membership. Last, we discuss a major problem applying trait-based theories
to fungi: the vast diversity of fungi has never been visually observed
and are only known from sequencing; we propose a framework to
facilitate data collection and overcome this hurdle.
3. Fungal strategy schemes
3.1. Dispersal and colonization
Assuming that organisms have ﬁnite resources to allocate to
reproduction (Smith and Fretwell, 1974), offspring size should have
a positive effect on individual survival and competitive ability and a
negative effect on colonization if larger offspring have limited
dispersal (Table 1: Competition-colonization and to a degree r-K).
Across plants within habitats, a tradeoff between annual number
and size of seeds produced has been observed (Moles and Westoby,
2006). On average, taller plants with smaller seeds disperse seeds
further (Muller-Landau et al., 2008; Thomson et al., 2011), while
seedlings of larger seeded species have higher survival through
early establishment (Moles and Westoby, 2004) and are more
tolerant of intra- (Lebrija-Trejos et al., 2016) and inter-speciﬁc
neighbouring seedlings (Grime and Jeffrey, 1965; Walters and
Reich, 2000) and established vegetation (Westoby et al., 2002).
Based on these results from plants, a tradeoff is expected between
spore number and size across fungal species. It is likely that this
tradeoff will be maintained by biophysical constraints (e.g., space is
limited in spore sacs, e.g., asci, basidia), as well as selective forces
leading to common solutions across fungal taxa, weeding out less
competitive strategies. Studies support some of these patterns in
fungi. Spore size and number tradeoff (Chuang and Ko, 1983;
Aguilar-Trigueros et al., 2019), and spore dispersal distance is
negatively correlated with spore size (Norros et al., 2014). While, to
our knowledge, direct evidence of the effect of spore size on the
outcome of competitive interactions is lacking, modelling and
experimental studies suggest that competitive ability is negatively
linked to dispersal ability (Pringle and Taylor, 2002; Peay et al.,
2007; Norros et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2018).
However, using spore size as a proxy for dispersal ability along
the colonization-competition strategy axis may be inadequate. The
adaptations that fungi possess for maximising dispersal are diverse
in form and function (Ingold, 1954). Some fruiting bodies possess
structures that serve to propel spores into the air, while spores
possess a variety of traits that facilitate their movement via wind,
plants, animals and water. In addition, ﬁtness in novel environments appears to have more to do with spore dormancy and
longevity than size (Nara, 2009). There may be more important
traits than large spores enhancing viability in stressful environments, for instance attributes of fungal spore walls. For airborne
spores, melanin may serve as protection against ultraviolet radiation over long distances (Jacobson et al., 1995), possibly at a cost of
€ssler, 2015). Incorporating
slower germination (Halbwachs and Ba
many of these diverse traits into a framework that places species
along a fungal ecological strategy axis will be critical.
3.2. Growth and metabolism
Some existing strategies incorporate how organisms grow
(Table 1; to a degree Stoichiometry, Conservative-acquisitive, CSR
and Allometric scaling). Growth rate is not itself embedded in these

strategies, but rather is a measure of species performance in a
particular environment given its ecological strategy. For instance,
strategies associated with biological stoichiometry predict that fast
growing plants tend to exhibit homeostatic tissue nitrogen:phosphorus (N:P) ratios that are constrained to a narrow range
and less tightly linked to supply ratios of N and P in the environment, due to the coupled allocation of these elements into molecules supporting growth RNA molecules and proteins (Sterner and
Elser, 2002; Elser et al., 2010). Work is needed to identify traits in
fungi that provide a practical analog for some plant traits along this
axis; for example, the N content in hyphae may confound attempts
to map fungi on these axes given that it is also a component of
structural chitin in addition to a component of molecules associated with growth.
Other elements of schemes focusing on growth may also be
useful for fungi. For instance, the energy that fungi absorb can be
transferred into metabolism or biomass, with the proportion that
leads to biomass often quantiﬁed as “carbon use efﬁciency”
(Sinsabaugh et al., 2013; Manzoni et al., 2018). Within biomass
allocation, the energy can be allocated to hyphal growth or storage.
Due largely to methodological limitations, carbon use efﬁciency has
typically been measured at the community rather than species
level. It is likely that there exists signiﬁcant heterogeneity among
fungal species in both their carbon use efﬁciency and allocation to
growth versus storage, meaning that species level measures of
carbon use efﬁciency for culturable, free-living fungi may prove a
tractable trait. However, difﬁcult to culture fungi and particularly
those that are usually observed in association with a host will
require conceptual and technological innovations. For instance,
new approaches are needed to separate the amount of carbon
assimilated and respired by a fungus from that associated with
other organisms.
Metabolic rates (Table 1: Body size/metabolic scaling theory)
have been frequently measured in plants and animals, where it is
shown to scale with body size (West et al., 1997; Glazier, 2008).
However, plants and animals typically follow different scaling relations between these variables (animals ¼ 3/4 slope, plants ¼ 1
slope), suggesting that metabolism, construction, and transport are
governed by different laws between these two groups (Reich et al.,
2006; Savage et al., 2008). In fungi, there have been few attempts to
understand the scaling of biological functions with size; this is
partly related to the fact that deﬁning fungal body size is challenging (Aguilar-Trigueros et al., 2017). Often, we lack anything
beyond a sequence for a given fungus, and even when we have
fungal tissue in hand, it is hard to differentiate where a given individual begins and ends. One study used colony size to represent
body size. They found when marine and ectomycorrhizal fungi
were analyzed separately, metabolism scaled with colony size at
approximately 0.58 (Aguilar-Trigueros et al., 2017), suggesting a
lower metabolic rate for body size than recorded in animals and
plants.
3.3. Acquiring and deploying resources
Once organisms establish at a site, they must acquire and deploy
resources (Table 1: Stoichiometry and to a degree Conservativeacquisitive, R*, and Allometric scaling). There has been a strong
historical focus on plant ecological strategies that drive resource
acquisition (Wright et al., 2004; Ficken and Wright, 2019). However, directly extending this approach to fungi has been problematic because fungi, compared to plants, have very plastic growth
characterized by less tissue differentiation; this ﬂexibility allows
them to shift along trait and ecological strategy axes in complex
ways in response to shifting resources. Capturing key variation in
growth strategies has led researchers to describe lists of applicable
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Table 2
Measurable fungal traits. Adapted from Aguilar-Trigueros et al. (2015).
Trait category

Measurable traits

Mycelial architecture

Branching frequency, angle, order; Hyphal growth unit length; Internodal length; Lateral dichotomies; Rhizomorph/
cord length and width; Runner hyphae length and width; Hyphal exploration type; Fractal dimension
Oxidases; Lignases; Cellulases; Phosphatases; Chitinases; Proteases; Iron transporters; Aquaporins; Chelators;
Siderophores
Nutrient concentrations; Stoichiometry (C:N:P); DNA, RNA, polyphosphate and lipid contents; Storage structures; Wall
thickness; Hyphal diameter

Mycelial construction investment
Metabolism/enzymes

fungal traits (Table 2), including mycelial architecture, construction
investment, and enzyme expression. These traits underpin the
diverse fungal nutrient acquisition strategies (Aguilar-Trigueros
et al., 2015; Treseder and Lennon, 2015) that we link to ecological
strategy schemes below. We believe these traits provide particularly useful avenues for future studies into fungal ecological strategies and community assembly.
Mycelial architecture, i.e., network structure, plays a signiﬁcant
role in resource acquisition (van der Heijden et al., 2006; Bebber et
al., 2007; Aguilar-Trigueros et al., 2015; Fricker et al., 2017) that is a
ﬂexible trait both within and among fungal species (Ritz and
Crawford, 1990; Kranabetter et al., 2009; Olsson et al., 2014),
potentially allowing co-occurring species to inhabit overlapping
spaces but obtain different resources (Lehmann et al., 2018). This
strategy axis may be key in explaining observable fungal diversity
(Heijden and Scheublin, 2007; Koide et al., 2007). Mycelial architecture is linked to how resources ﬂow through fungi. Fungi can
change their network for optimal resource allocation by fusion
among genetically similar hyphae to form supracellular networks
(Weichert and Fleißner, 2015; Fleißner and Serrano, 2016). Loops
created by these fusions provide physical pathways improving
network resilience (Fricker et al., 2017). Additionally, mycelia have
network recycling (Falconer et al., 2005; Heaton et al., 2016) in
which regions “regress”, recycling contents. An open topic of
research is predicting cues that direct fungi to strengthen or recycle
particular fungal sections (Fricker et al., 2017).
Furthermore, fungi use different growth strategies to optimize
resource uptake, including hyphae extending slowly and densely
(short-range foragers or phalangeal foragers) versus extending
rapidly but less-densely (long-range foragers) (Boddy, 1993, 1999;
Agerer, 2001). The exploration type inﬂuences hyphal coverage per
area of soil and functionality of single hyphae. Predictive models
are being developed to understand network function. The key is
that nutrient availability enables network growth and rapid growth
is associated with rapid branching (Fricker et al., 2017). In these,
network architecture is predicted from morphological characters,
e.g., branching frequency and angle, internodal length, fractal
dimension, and length and width of hyphal types (Lehmann et al.,
2018), as well as the quantity and quality of the resources available (Boddy, 1999; Boddy et al., 2000; Fricker et al., 2017), and other
biotic factors (Wood et al., 2006).
The mycelial construction investment is determined by hyphal
structure and, together with external production of enzymes, plays
an important role in spatial foraging strategies of fungi. Morphological characters of thin hyphae allow fungi to penetrate deep into
substrates and grow through solid material to obtain nutrients (van
der Wal et al., 2015). The mycelial construction investment strategy
axis includes morphological traits such as wall thickness, hyphal
diameter and stoichiometry (Sinsabaugh et al., 2008; AguilarTrigueros et al., 2015). The nutrient content, or stoichiometry, differs among fungal species (Mouginot et al., 2014; Tischer et al.,
2014) and guilds (Zhang and Elser, 2017; Kranabetter et al., 2019).
In all organisms, growth is greatest when neither N nor P are
limiting and both are allocated to compounds required for growth

(Elser et al., 2003). During growth, N is allocated to structural
compounds (e.g., chitin) and proteins and P is allocated to nucleic
acids and membrane phospholipids (Bull and Trinci, 1977). When
nutrient availability exceeds growth requirements, N and P concentrations in vacuoles increase (Kottke et al., 1995). In addition to
playing a role in translocation of P to the plant host in mutualistic
symbiotic fungi (Bücking and Heyser, 1999; Ezawa et al., 2004),
polyphosphates are associated with conditions of slow growth and
stress and their contribution to the total P pool varies among fungal
species on the order of 23e65% (Beever and Burns, 1981).
Finally, resource acquisition depends on enzyme expression,
which functions to increase nutrient availability for uptake (Allison
and Vitousek, 2005; Aguilar-Trigueros et al., 2015; Treseder and
Lennon, 2015). Because fungi are heterotrophs, they must extract
energy from other organisms - living and dead. To do this, most
secrete extracellular enzymes to break down compounds obtaining
monomers as carbon. Fungi are typically divided into three major
nutrient acquisition functional groups: mutualistic, parasitic and
saprotrophic (Murphy and Horgan, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2016;
Zeilinger et al., 2016). Although these groups differ in the set and
expression level of enzymes, genomic studies are showing that a
continuous trait-based approach is needed to determine fungal
functionality (Peay et al., 2016). For example, while mutualistic
mycorrhizal and parasitic fungi obtain their carbon via their hosts,
saprotrophs gain their carbon from dead organic materials, such as
soil and litter. However, ectomycorrhizal fungi cannot be clearly
distinguished from their free-living saprotroph relatives based on
enzyme expression alone (Talbot et al., 2015). Like their relatives,
they can decompose litter and only have lower expression of carbohydrases, acid phosphatases (Talbot et al., 2015) and peroxidases
(Kyaschenko et al., 2017) than their relatives (Rineau et al., 2012;
Lindahl and Tunlid, 2015; Shah et al., 2016). Because enzyme
expression levels differ dramatically among species, understanding
this resource strategy axis is key to understanding fungal func
tionality, abundance and survival (Snajdr et al., 2011; Eichlerova
et al., 2015). Depending on the community of fungi, different enzymes are secreted and niches occupied, which has strong
ecological effects (van der Wal et al., 2015; Baskaran et al., 2017).
This axis is likewise an important driver for fungal diversity by
driving niche differentiation (Caldwell, 2005; Heijden and
Scheublin, 2007). To sum up, while fungi may acquire resources
in different ways to those described already for macro-organisms, a
growing body of literature suggests promise in critical fungal traits
in resource acquisition and deployment, which should allow for
fungal speciﬁc strategy schemes.
3.4. Lifestyle (guild) switching
Fungi present a unique challenge as we attempt to translate
ecological strategy schemes from macro-organisms; they traverse
ecological guilds and trophic levels (Olson et al., 2012; Vorískov
a
and Baldrian, 2013; Kuo et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2015; Zanne
et al., in press). They are pathogens of animals and plants, causing
disease and death in hosts, endophytes existing within host tissues,
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mutualistic symbionts such as lichens and mycorrhizas exchanging
resources with hosts, and saprotrophs decomposing dead organic
material (https://github.com/UMNFuN/FUNGuild). Some fungi
even exist as parasites on other fungi (i.e., mycoparasites; Barnett,
1963). Many fungi can move among being pathogens, mutualists
and saprobes over the course of a given individual's life or among
 and
individuals of the same species (Olson et al., 2012; Vorískova
Baldrian, 2013; Kuo et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2015; Zanne et al.,
in press). It may be that the ecological strategies and the traits
that underpin those strategies change with a change in guild,
requiring different schemes applied within and across species.
Plants also show a range of guilds from carnivore to parasite to
epiphyte, but this range has largely been ignored by both trait
ecology and coexistence models, under the assumption that most
“important” plants share the same, free-standing, autotrophic
strategy. This type of assumption is less defensible in fungi, as there
are more species that switch guilds, and it is expected that
switching offers a competitive advantage. For example, saprotrophs
often already occupy wood as endophytes and have a distinct edge
in competing for resources as compared to species that need to
disperse to the substrate (Parﬁtt et al., 2010). Similarly, the dynamics of switching between mutualist and saprobe is an important part of the ecology of many mycorrhizal fungi (Talbot et al.,
2008; but see Lindahl and Tunlid, 2015). As strategy schemes are
developed for fungi, they must incorporate the incredible ability of
fungi to readily move among guilds as it is clearly the rule, not the
exception.
3.4.1. Research program: towards an understanding of fungal traits
and strategy schemes across gradients
Our review of existing ecological strategy axes developed for
macro-organisms suggests that many of them will not be readily
recycled to fungi. For instance, many rely upon visual observations
of organisms, especially measures of body size, which are not
feasible for many fungi. These ﬁndings suggest that while elements
of existing schemes may be useful, new ones must be developed.
Empirical data were key to the development of functional strategy
schemes for various macro-organisms. For example, shifts in plant
trait distributions across different soil types and grazing pressures
near Shefﬁeld were two of a number of key empirical observations
that lead to the CSR scheme (Grime, 1974). One critical empirical
limitation in the development of fungal strategy schemes is the lack
of data to make analogous observations.
Fungal diversity at all scales is daunting. Even more troublesome
is that, unlike for various macro-organisms, it is often impossible to
isolate an individual species to measure traits. This challenge creates a difﬁcult problem for fungal ecologists: they can use highthroughput sequencing to measure amplicon or shotgun sequences for operational taxonomic units (“species”) in a community, but are able to isolate only a small subset of these organisms
for further study. The traits and strategies of the unisolated species
remain a mystery. This limitation prevents key observations such as
those that lead to CSR and other strategy schemes.
Central to this process is the need to ﬁll gaps in the available trait
data (Zanne et al., in press), particularly with fungal species that are
difﬁcult to culture or are only found in association with hosts.
Linking high-throughput sequences to traits and strategies will
open an array of research opportunities in fungal ecology and
evolutionary biology, leading to a new golden age for fungal function. For an example of how this might be done, we consider
growth, which relates to many ecological strategy schemes
(Table 1) but is challenging to measure for species of fungi that
cannot be observed in vitro since it is difﬁcult to assess their
biomass or surface area. Combining measures of these traits on
environmental samples with DNA-based tools to identify species

may be an indirect way to characterise their growth. Investigations
into fungal growth going back to Tomkins (1932), focusing on hyphal extension and branching, suggest ways to extrapolate to
growth from a portion of a mycelium. The frequency of hyphal tip
production can be inferred from the length between branches
(Trinci, 1974). Steele and Trinci (1975) observed that hyphal
extension was strongly correlated with the length of the extension
zone, from the tip of the extending hypha where hyphal diameter is
expanding to its base where the wall has matured and hyphal
diameter is ﬁxed. These measures can be made so that samples are
left intact to then use DNA sequencing to identify species present.
Furthermore, much may be gleaned from the combined use of
trait data measured on species and high-throughput amplicon or
shotgun sequencing of environmental samples, to map the distribution of fungal species and their traits across environments, and
infer the deterministic drivers of fungal community assembly.
However, for many traits, the tools and resources are not yet
available. Below we outline the steps necessary for this to occur:
1. Measuring more species for a narrow set of traits (AguilarTrigueros et al., 2015) in standard conditions. In plants, growth
experiments have assembled large databases of relative growth
rates, in a process originally called “trait screening” (Grime et al.,
1997; Poorter et al., 2019). The process of assembling fungal data
has begun (Aguilar-Trigueros et al., 2015; Treseder and Lennon,
2015; Dawson et al., 2019; Zanne et al., in press; https://github.
com/traitecoevo/fungaltraits), but we need to assemble larger,
more-comprehensive, global databases starting with an agreed
upon set of traits relevant to important ecological strategies
(e.g., Table 2).
2. Linking trait measures to sequence data collected from voucher
specimens and other sampled fungi via repeatable pipelines
using taxonomic names and/or accession numbers. These links
will allow us to apply trait values to species we ﬁnd in different
communities.
3. Building a comprehensive phylogeny of fungi populated by taxa
with trait values.
4. Modelling evolution of traits on the phylogeny, including understanding the tempo and mode, sensu Simpson (1944), of trait
evolution (e.g., test for adequacy of different evolutionary
models). Building a phylogeny and modelling trait evolution will
let us determine the importance of evolutionary history in
shaping community assembly and understand how different
traits evolved across the fungal tree of life.
5. Using modern mapping and grafting methods to add novel
amplicon sequences lacking trait values to the phylogeny
(Beaulieu et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2013; Smith and Brown,
2018). As we have only uncovered a small slice of fungal diversity, it will be critical to grow our evolutionary tree as we
discover more of this hidden diversity.
6. Imputing trait values for the amplicon sequences along with
associated uncertainty (due to phylogenetic, trait, and imputation uncertainty). Methods for this already exist (FitzJohn et al.,
2014; Penone et al., 2014; Swenson, 2014; Schrodt et al., 2015)
and the choice of speciﬁc methods will be informed by the results of (4). As taxa missing trait values are added to the phylogeny, we can predict what trait and ecological strategy space
they may occupy. These estimates may in some cases be directly
used in analyses of communities and in others provide testable
hypotheses as we are able to collect trait data directly for those
species.
These steps have been useful in shaping our understanding of,
for instance, plant functional ecology, evolution and community
assembly. They should similarly facilitate rapid growth in our
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understanding of fungi and be attainable in the next 10 y of fungal
research. As linked databases and tools are created, novel answers
to outstanding questions will be found, as well as insight into a new
generation of strategy schemes speciﬁc for fungi. We believe we
can open the door to previously unanswerable questions about
fungal functional ecology including: How redundant are fungal
communities? Does the growth rate of fungi slow as succession
proceeds in forests? Do fungi in patchier soils show different hyphal branching networks than homogeneous soils? Is fungal community assembly dominated by habitat ﬁltering or is there also a
role for limiting similarity? Is the average growth rate of tropical
fungi faster than temperate fungi? Do urban fungi have different
traits than those from natural habitats? Are climate change and
intensiﬁcation of land use exerting selection on traits associated
with growth and resource allocation? Do the traits of mycorrhizal
symbionts change as a tree matures? Are fungi able to change
ecological strategies and traits as they shift their nutritional modes,
as their host substrate changes, and/or as they interact with other
fungi in their community? These questions are interesting in their
own right, but also the answers will provide the key empirical data
to develop fungi-speciﬁc strategy schemes.
4. Conclusion
We propose that recycling ecological strategy schemes developed for macro-organisms is a worthwhile starting point for
developing a functional understanding of fungal diversity; however, translating many of these existing schemes will prove challenging. We have provided an overview of hurdles associated with
fungi that need to be overcome, including elements of their biologies and life histories that are special and suggest that existing
ecological strategies may need to be rethought or revised. For
instance, many existing ecological strategy schemes rely on measures of body size, which is often difﬁcult to deﬁne for fungi.
Particularly challenging is ﬁlling the massive gap in data required to
map the diversity of fungi to ecological strategy schemes, but the
research program we have proposed has tremendous potential to
make a substantial contribution toward this effort. Realizing this
potential will require the combined efforts of mycologists and those
from many other disciplines (physiology, molecular biology,
ecological informatics, phylogenomics, etc.).
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